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Donald Carson, Executive Vice-President and a director of Florida Crystals, begins the interview 
with his account of how he became involved in Everglades management and the core events that 
led to the water issues (page 1-2). He discusses how the Comprehensive Everglades Restoration 
Plan is different from previous restoration projects. 
 
According to Carson community support was not inherent. Carson explains the fundamental role 
Alfie Fanjul, Florida Crystal=s chairman, played in untangling Florida Crystals from its 
litigation centered style of operation (page 4) and how the 1988 lawsuit filed by Dexter Lehtinen 
against the South Florida Water Management District contributed to that (page 4 and 6).  
 
On page 5 Carson cites the role the SWIM process had as the initial step that led to more 
comprehensive Everglade legislation such as the Everglades Forever Act. From there Carson 
explains on pages 6-9 the gradual evolution and implications of the Everglades Forever Act 
beginning with the Statement of Principles by Interior Secretary Bruce Babbit in 1993. Although 
the Statement of Principles fell apart, its key featuresBsuch as specific amounts of monetary 
contributions and land for stormwater treatmentBbecame the principles of the Everglades 
Forever Act. On page 8 Carson details the level of involvement the Fanjul family and Flo-Sun 
Corporation (Florida Crystals) had in the litigation and the split of Flo-Sun Corporation from 
other sugar companies in 1994 to settle the litigation. 
 
Some of the criticisms and concerns of the Everglades Forever Act, such as the argument that 
sugar companies were not paying enough and the issue of the ten parts-per-billion phosphorous 
standard for water quality, are addressed by Carson on page 10-11. Although technology is the 
ultimate limiting factor, Carson explains how best-management practices have been 
implemented by his company for the joint benefit of the environment and the balance sheet. 
 
On page 11-13 Carson discusses the Save Our Everglades group=s campaign to enact a penny-
per-pound tax and the wasted resources used in the campaign for and against it. Next Carson 
justifies his company=s lawsuit against the federal government after they purchased the 
Talisman land holdings (page 13-16). Then Carson segues into Governor Chiles fundamental 
role in resolving the issue, and his creation of the Commission for a Sustainable South Florida in 
1994.  
 
Carson moves on to tell the role of the Florida Sugarcane League in the Restudy process that 
eventually led to the development of the Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Program (page 
17). He stresses that a consensus between interests was essential. On page 20-21 Carson gives 
his take of the role different organizations, including the Corps of Engineers, the Department of 
Interior, South Florida Water Management District, that state=s Department of Environmental 
Protection, the environmental community, and the media, are playing in Everglades restoration.  
 
On page 19-22 Carson shares his predictions of the future obstacles and successes of the CERP 
process. Although the focus of the plan is overall water supply, growth management will be a 
major factor that determines its success (page 22-23). Carson concludes with what he has learned 



through his involvement in everglades restoration and the sugar industry.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


